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TECHNOLOGY FOR TOMORROW

THE ASPHALT ALTERNATIVE

ASPHALT-COLORED WEED ENDER WEED CONTROL MAT

VEGETATION CONTROL
By popular request, U-TECK is now offering asphalt-colored WeedEnder material. It is perfect for patching damaged asphalt, filling in asphalt cracks—through which weeds can grow—or placing around guardrail or sign posts, delineators, etc. instead of asphalt.

Asphalt-colored WeedEnder is constructed of the same material as the trusted green-colored WeedEnder. It is designed to control the growth of unwanted vegetation in an environmentally safe manner without adding to your runoff problems.

The material is cut to the exact size and shape of the post being used. When properly installed—by attaching the material to the post using WeedEnder Adhesive/Caulk—the asphalt-colored WeedEnder blocks any sunlight from penetrating next to the post and prevents any vegetation from growing up around it.

Asphalt-colored WeedEnder is not impact-resistant, making it a safer, more economical alternative to the common practice of encasing posts in asphalt. Using asphalt increases the rigidity of the confining material around the posts, thereby increasing the severity of property damage and personal injury in the event of a collision.

With a thickness of just over one-quarter of an inch, asphalt-colored WeedEnder is flexible to work with; however, due to the material's special non-woven method of manufacturing, it is also durable and rugged. Asphalt-colored WeedEnder is designed to take abuse without ripping or tearing.

Asphalt-colored WeedEnder is made from a specially formulated fiber, containing vegetation control qualities combined with patented UV inhibitors for added life and resistance to degradation. Its fire-retardant properties protect it against ditch burns and those on road shoulders caused by tossed cigarette butts.

The practical uses are endless and, more importantly, you will save money on your next project by using this asphalt alternative. For additional information and a sample, contact our customer service department by telephone (800-542-7011), facsimile (910-483-0784), or E-mail (info@uteck.com).

FEATURES:

- Controls Unwanted Vegetation
- Reduces Runoff
- Maintenance-free
- Easy to Install
- No Weedeaters Required
- Versatile and Durable
- No Herbicides or Poisons
- Environmentally Safe
- No Disposal Problems
- Helps Control Erosion
- No Effect on Impact Performance
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